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Since its inception in 2018, Jodhamal Youth Conclave

has been one of the most prominent MUN conferences

in the northern circuit. It has always strived to present

the crux of real world problems to the harbingers of

change, today's youth. 

This year, JYC returns with the essence of the phrase   

 "Bridging the World, One Conference at a Time'',

encapsulating the transformative power of the

Conclave, where minds converge, ideas flourish, and

collaborations are forged to address the pressing

challenges of our times. JYC has been through thick and

thin, overcoming internal as well as external crises with

power and grace. 
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"Jodhamal Youth Conclave has ever lasted its glory through the years. Founded in 2018,
it has acquired its stature of one of the largest and most prestigious youth conferences of

North India"

JODHAMALYC- THE

CRADLE  OF YOUTH

SHAPING 

THE JOURNEY

THROUGH THESE

6 YEARS...

JYC'22 THE BIGGEST

YOUTH

CONFERENCE IN

JAMMU IN ITS MUN

HISTORY

TO ANOTHER

YEAR AT JYC...

Each year, JYC sets the next year's expectations higher,

showcasing intricately planned committee proceedings,

profound debates, entertaining socials, and ever-lasting

memories. Annually, JYC is the talk of the town,

everybody's favourite topic of gossip (Hints to the Gossip

Guy ;)). In this dynamic exchange, borders dissolve, and

the mosaic of human knowledge expands to encompass

new horizons. As participants share their knowledge and

opinions, they collectively shape the contours of the future.

Committees facilitate deliberations about emerging

technologies, scientific breakthroughs, policy reforms, and

social paradigms. Delegates with portfolios from various

corners of the globe will bring with them not only their

expertise but also their cultural identities.



JYC'23

Embracing the idiom, "The whole is greater

than the sum of its Parts”, the team behind

JYC works tirelessly to provide a stellar

experience for delegates and guests alike. JYC

has the privilege to be organized under the

Conference Director, Ms. Deepmala, whose

constant guidance and support have made JYC

what it is today. 
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Alongside the marvellous faculty, JYC is

executed by a vivid Secretariat, composed

of deserving students from 9th-12th

standards. Jodhamal Youth Conclave is

bound to leave an impression in the

hearts of many, and its legacy of

providing one of the best platforms for

debates and discussions will continue to

persist without exception. JYC is the

incarnation of the human spirit that is

capable of kindling a beacon of hope that

illuminates the path toward a brighter

future even in the darkest of times.
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How do our Visionaries feel about JYC?



Gossip Guy his just in, JYC is back on. It seems like these MUNs never go on vacation,
they take the highway and head east to the Castle de Jodhamal, this  very
building. Let’s start on this thought, how to make gossip  dramatic ? ALL it
needs the right person at the wrong place, or in our case- several right
people at all wrong places, our directorate. Their favourite hobby you ask ?
gaslighting themselves into being the Kardashians, just much more
scandalous. And you, You consider me, your person on the inside, your
conference confidant with all the chaos and gossip on his fingertips
(literally). When you turn the blinds shut, its lies wide open. So maybe not
indulge in blasphemies in the teachers lounge, cause my eyes are never
shut, never.For, drama is never existing, it’s always created and in most
cases, the creator is not involved. The ruling class, AKA, the directorate
might get some hints, well I’d be brutally honest those awkward smiles are
through the whispers of your own “ friends”. On the lines of friends, do
these brats care about anything else except themselves to their narcissism
just slays? Pro tip: if you want better committees, maybe try researching,
rather than stressing on which shade of dunks go with your ugly kurtas,
cause none of them go well . And good for me, the wholes conference is said
to be a fashion faux-pas apocalypse. You guys are in desperate need of a
stylist; hire one. I’ll give you the contact. To get things started around here
all these little birdies tell me that there is a lot of trouble in the paradise, but
I can’t reveal too much, we still have a weekend to go over. And that's big.
One thing if you know me, secrets that I hold in my heart, are harder to hide
than I thought. And who am I ? That’s one secret I’ll never tell, the only one.
You will love me. 

T
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It's the meeting of politicians, it is the meeting
of chaos. Voicing their opinion for the country,
some for power and others for faith. In the
midst of the chaos, shalt the meeting prosper
its way through successfully completing
its very  mission

Through the globe of future, my eyes see light,
there is fire all around the room. A person well
maybe, left all out to die. There is chaos in the
committee and crying going round. This also
states the change of power that might not be a
compromise. And everything has to be
published. Everything.

Wishing stars align again. All
above and beyond, where space
and time wrap into nothingness.
War is nature, not bounded by
territories or even space. That
peace can be bought. The
countries will make pacts and
shake hands, cause the divinity of
ethos is preserved by peace. Yet,
only coming together would solve
those problems, tells me that wise
old man.

Navajado’sNavajado’s
Prophecies
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Those golden fortune teller wrote the letters to
me. The countries that make laws, will benefit
the most, the allies to form will perplex
through. In the most righteous form, protect
rights, protect citizens, protect integrity.

My predictions stay still at the most
perplexing face of the Indian diplomacy. When
those small talks embellish through the
fireballs of debate. Where allies would be
made, and the opposition would take control
of faith. Where politicians would switch sides
faster than the flow of birds, all in the name of-
The People’s Parliament of India

THE FUTURE
A  glance into 

Through my crystal, I see a turmoil of a world.
This chair's parliament would be on fire, quite
literally. The war is prevalent, but how far
shalt it go?  Would the diplomacy of the
nations prove to resolve an institution
embedded through civilisations ?
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SLAM BOOKThe Editorial Board

Navajado
E D I T O R  I N  C H I E F

SOCIALS MOODBOARD
Preppy boy meets Frank
Ocean 

NO OF INSTA
ACCOUNTS
One for the world,
million for the stalking 

BEST PART OF
MUNbelievable
The gossip, the scandal and
the gossip guy 

PROFESSION
Being Navajado {PSA,
it is the toughest job
everrr} 

HIGHEST CHARGE OF
GUILTY 
Wannabe Lalala boy 

SPIRIT CHARACTER 
I'm the eldest son of
Max Wolfe and Luna
La  

“You ask me what I’m thinking about, I’ll tell you

prolific white lies” 

Adhwoosh
C H I E F  E X E C U T I V E  E D I T O R  

“You ask me what I’m thinking about, I’ll tell you 

New Pair of Kicks” 

SOCIALS MOODBOARD
Twinning with Navajado

NO OF INSTA ACCOUNTS
Just Two, thats it

BEST PART OF MUNbelievable
Everything cz I designed it

PROFESSION
Matchmaker* {Totally not} 

HIGHEST CHARGE OF GUILTY 
Being a StarBoy...

SPIRIT CHARACTER 
Joey Tribbiani, How you
doin'?

Avant Garde Dora
C H I E F  C R E A T I V E  D I R E C T O R   

SOCIALS MOODBOARD
NO expectations  

NO OF INSTA ACCOUNTS
All is one,
one is all 

BEST PART OF MUNbelievable
Everybodies first reactions to it  

PROFESSION
Witchcraft  

HIGHEST CHARGE OF GUILTY 
Ghosting (mostly humans)
 

SPIRIT CHARACTER 
Amy Elliot Dunne

 

“You ask me what I’m thinking about, I’ll tell you that  

i'm thinking about about whatever you are thinking about”

"TOXIC TRAIT ? BRO, IM TOXIC THROUGHOUT."

MY TOXIC TRAIT, I'M BATMAN !

TOXIC TRAIT, SPILLING THE TEA" 



To Ma'am Pooja,
thank you for always taking charge of us, being our support
system in every step of the path, in JYC and school. You 
 help us succeed and fly, so effortlessly.  No event is
complete without you. YOU SLAY !

Mo    Sharma
Web Designer 

JYC'23

"SPECIAL CREDITS "
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to our sources of inspiration,to our sources of inspiration,to our sources of inspiration,   

To Ma'am Mubeen,
thank you for being  this constant force that drives us to
excellence every  JYC. You inspire day and night. The
backbone of every event, you are truly an all-rounder.

To Ma'am Anjali,
thank you for being the guide to every JYC and school
conquest ever. You have always been the first person, we
reach for advice. Thank you for standing through thicks
and thins with us. 

 

To Ma'am Deepmala,
 thank you for being co-ordinating every MUN ever.You
gave us the wings to being the MUNers that we are 
 today. All your contributions  are much appreciated. 
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Thank Yo
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As the dust settles on the final hours of Jodhamal Youth Conclave, we couldn't
resist extending our heartfelt gratitude for making it such a roaring success. Your
participation in JYC was a symphony of intellect and diplomacy, and we're left in
awe of your abilities to navigate through intricate issues with such grace. To say it
was a pleasure to watch you all in action would be an understatement. You've
demonstrated the power of discourse, the art of persuasion, and the value of
camaraderie.
So here's to you, the architects of yet another successful edition of JYC! Your
enthusiasm was our driving force, and your zest for debate created an unforgettable
atmosphere. Let's cherish the memories we've made and the skills we've honed.
Until we meet again in the world of international and political relations, keep your
diplomatic passports ready!

Participation through the years...
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